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FROM THE PROCEEDING EDITORS
Dear SECRA Colleagues:
If you are attending the SECRA Annual Meeting for the first time, we welcome you! If you are a
returning member, we sincerely appreciate your continued support.
The SECRA officers are pleased to announce that 39 embryo and full cases were accepted this
year! These cases came from 68 authors representing 27 institutions in 15 different states. Such
collaboration and diversity in submissions is clear proof of how SECRA continues to grow after
26 years!
The 2018 SECRA Proceedings is published in two formats: this printed booklet and online access
to the SECRA website based on an assigned code for conference registrants. The booklet contains
a matrix of cases by subject areas, the case synopses alphabetized by the first author’s last name,
and a quick author reference index. The call for papers for next year’s conference is also included
along with additional information about SECRA.
The online access to the SECRA webpage contains an electronic copy of these printed proceedings
and full versions of the cases, instruction manuals, and/or teaching notes that are being presented
at the meeting. Please be aware that there are no formatting requirements for full case submissions
included on the webpage, so the cases will be in a variety of unedited formats. Some authors have
requested that their full cases be withheld from the proceedings so that they may be published
elsewhere. All authors are encouraged to submit their full cases to the SECRA Journal.
In the interest of protecting all authors’ valuable intellectual property, please do not share the
materials on the webpage with colleagues who are not familiar with case procedures. Instead, refer
other interested faculty to contact the author listed on the original case synopsis. Participants are
advised that the instructor’s manual and teaching notes are considered sensitive academic materials
and should not be distributed to students.
We extend our appreciation to everyone who helped make this annual meeting possible, including
the reviewers, roundtable chairs, and officers who work behind the scenes, volunteering their time
to serve in leadership positions. Conducting this annual meeting would be impossible without
your support. We encourage every member to consider serving in some capacity during the
upcoming year.
We thank you for the opportunity to serve as Proceedings Editors for SECRA’s 26th Annual
Meeting.

Best regards,
David B. Kuhlmeier, Proceedings Editor
Jonathan Krispin, Associate Proceedings Editor
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WHEN FRAUD HITS HOME
Kristie A. Abston
Middle Tennessee State University
Sonja J. Toson
Kennesaw State University
Case Synopsis
James (Jimmy) Haslam, III, was the second generation CEO of Pilot Flying J, the company his
father founded in 1958. The company had grown to 25,000+ employees and $30 billion in annual
revenue making it the 7th largest privately held company in 2013 according to Forbes. On April
15, 2013, agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Internal Revenue Service raided
the company headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee. The problem was an alleged scheme to cheat
trucking companies by reducing promised discounts and rebates on bulk fuel purchases. When all
was said and done, 14 former employees pleaded guilty and 4 others, including the former
president, Mark Hazelwood, would stand trial for charges related to fraud or conspiracy. The
company paid $177 million in government fines and lawsuit settlements. The company
implemented five key corrective actions after the raid, including an internal investigation. One
outcome was to add ethics and compliance officers. As the five-year anniversary of the raid
approached, Jimmy reflected on the past, present, and future of his family’s company and
wondered if they had done enough.
Case Objectives and Use
This case, given its complexity and the wide range of external resources available, is suitable for
a variety of courses. The case could be used for micro or macro applications. In core-level courses,
such as principles of management or organizational behavior, the case could illustrate the
intersection of crisis management, ethics, decision making, leadership, organizational culture,
and/or structure, etc. In an upper-level course, such as leadership or ethics, the case could be used
to analyze the decision making process, the corrective actions, and the outcomes in light of best
practices. In a graduate course, a micro application of the case could involve examining the
systemic antecedents of the fraud to determine what measures may have prevented this disaster.
Several videos, including Jimmy Haslam’s news conferences, are available along with thousands
of news articles from outlets ranging from NPR to the Wall Street Journal.

Contact Author: Kristie A. Abston, Department of Management, Middle Tennessee State
University, Box 75, Murfreesboro, TN, 37129, Phone: 615-898-2342, email:
Kristie.Abston@MTSU.edu.
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INTERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP INC.: REVIVING AN INDUSTRY WITH A
RICH HISTORY FOR A NEW GENERATION
Annette Baron
Ashley Ismailovski
William Paterson University
Case Synopsis
Husband and wife, Albert and Elana, established Interior Craftsmanship Inc., a closely held
family-owned furniture repair and upholstery business in Northern New Jersey in 1975. Over
the years, the couple, along with a few employees have delivered timely, high quality furniture
repair and restoration business to surrounding area customers. The business had been enjoying a
good reputation and a steady flow of work by partnering with designers and taking in retail work
from walk-ins and word-of-mouth customers.
Starting in 2009, as a result of the recession and changing consumer habits, Interior
Craftsmanship Inc began experiencing a severe downturn in business. Unable or unwilling to
keep up with the times, Albert and Elana struggled and then became complacent about their
situation. In 2016, they turned to their son, Alex, a recent business college graduate who is
technology-savvy, outgoing, and motivated to solve problems and succeed. His work in college
covered management, finance and accounting. His capstone project was a study of the
upholstery business. He worked in the company on a part-time basis during college, and since
graduating six months ago has been working full-time assisting his parents. He is poised to take
over and turn the company around.
Case Objective and Use
This case offers an opportunity to explore the challenges of re-inventing a family owned business
to thrive in what appears to be a declining industry. In this scenario, the son of founding parents
is open for change and seeks to infuse technology into the marketing mix. Externally,
understanding and identifying new revenue streams is paramount to re-inventing this company.
Internally, the business needs to use innovative technologies and new marketing strategies to
provide new offerings to untapped markets who are accustomed to connecting through social
media. Internal challenges also include identifying and hiring capable employees.
This case is based on several interviews with Northern New Jersey family owned furniture repair
and upholstery businesses. The case is intended to be used in undergraduate marketing courses
such as principals of marketing, social media marketing, and marketing management to highlight
how a small business can grow by expanding into new markets, diversifying product mix, and
leveraging the power of social media to reach potential customers.

Contact Author: Annette Baron, Marketing/Management, William Paterson University, 1600
Valley Road, Wayne, NJ, 07470, 201-315-5760, email: barona6@wpunj.edu.
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT THE LUMBERYARD
Joyce M. Beggs
UNC Charlotte
Case Synopsis
On a muggy evening in August, Marilyn Belcher locked up the hardware store for the night and
settled at her desk to prepare for a tough decision. Marilyn faced a new challenge as manager at
Bailey Lumber Company. Earlier Jon Dickinson reported witnessing Dave Netto sexually
harassing Susan Morris. Although Marilyn had been the store manager for five years, she had
never dealt with a situation like this. Marilyn took this situation seriously but she was unsure about
how to start her investigation or what actions needed to be taken.
Marilyn hired Susan Morris, a college student, as a temporary cashier for the summer. According
to Jon’s report, the harassment episode took place in the store in front of several customers. The
incident with Susan was the latest in a series of inappropriate behaviors by Dave, most of which
were undocumented. Depending on the results of the investigation Marilyn’s response to the
alleged harassment could range from ignoring the incident up to termination. Marilyn was very
concerned about the impact of her decision on Susan, Dave, Jon, other employees, and customers.
Marilyn decided to call Susan to get her side of the story. “Susan, this is Marilyn from work. Jon
told me about what happened today and I wanted to see if you were okay. Could you come in
early tomorrow morning so we can talk about what happened?” Susan agreed to discuss matters
with Marilyn. However, she was not looking forward to telling her story and wished that Jon had
not told about this embarrassing event.
Case Objectives and Use
The purpose of the case to provide students with an example of sexual harassment, to provide an
opportunity to examine the consequences of not having explicit policies to cope with problems
before they arise, to develop sexual harassment policies, and to recommend strategies to cope with
this episode properly.
The case can be taught in a 50 – 65 minute class. The case study can be used in an
undergraduate class in human resource management, principles of management, or business ethics.
The case could be used as a roleplay exercise with Marilyn attempting to mediate between Susan,
Dave, and Jon.

Contact Author: Joyce M. Beggs, Department of Management, Belk College of Business, UNC
Charlotte, 9201 University City Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28223. Telephone: 704-687-7709, email:
jbeggs@uncc.edu
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WHO ARE WE?
Chloe Blythe
Tim Burson
Queens University of Charlotte

Case Synopsis
Wayne Kemp has been asked by the CEO of his company to take over as president of one
of the company’s seven divisions, a position that would require him to relocate his family
from the United States to Europe. The division is the only one of the seven that is currently
losing money. Kemp reached out to some of the key personnel in the division to assess the
problems, and the consensus response was that the division was “trying to be everything to
everybody.”
Kemp relocated to Europe and assembled his management team. In their first meeting, he
said they needed to quickly resolve the division’s path going forward. He felt there were
three options: the division could be the product leader, producing the best and most
innovative products, they could be the customer intimate leader, offering the greatest depth
of products, or they could be the cost leader, offering the least expensive products. Kemp
and his six executives voted; excluding Kemp’s vote, the others resulted in a 2-2-2 tie. If top
management did not know what the division was, how could they expect any better results?
Kemp needed to quickly figure out a way to get everyone on the same page.

Case Objectives and Use
This case gives students the opportunity to discuss the aspects of a key decision, while also
assessing the leadership style of the division’s new president. The division president invested
a lot personally, taking over the reins of a stumbling division while relocating his Englishspeaking only wife and three small children from the United States to southern Europe. The
case is based on actual situations, and the authors conducted extensive interviews with the
protagonist. The case is designed for undergraduate business courses in leadership,
management, or business strategy.

Contact Author: Tim Burson, McColl School of Business, Queens University of Charlotte,
1900 Selwyn Ave, Charlotte, NC 28274 Phone: 704-337-2402
e-mail: bursont@queens.edu\
26th Annual SECRA Conference
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WEALTH MANAGEMENT: FROM RENTING TO OWNING
Crystal Carlson-Myer
Indian River State College
John Engel
University South Carolina Aiken

Case Synopsis
Frank Black just graduated with a Bachelor’s in Business Administration from the University of
South Carolina Aiken. He is excited to start his new career in Human Resources and would like to
purchase a home. Frank does not know where to go to finance his home. He is not sure whether he
should finance the home through a bank, online, or a mortgage broker. He is also unsure of the
factors that these institutions use to determine who they lend money to. He wants to learn more
about his credit score and how to build his net worth, but he does not know where to start.
Case Objectives and Use
This case study can be used in any business class and lower level liberal arts courses. It presents an
opportunity to evaluate the financial questions students experience while initially building their net worth.
The case can also be used to evaluate the decisions that recent graduates face when buying their first
home.

Contact Author: Crystal Carlson-Myer, School of Business, Indian River State College,
3209 Virginia Ave., Fort Pierce, FL 34981, Phone: 772 462-7489, email: ccarlso1@irsc.edu
26th Annual SECRA Conference
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TO WHOM ARE YOU LOYAL?
AN ETHICAL DILEMMA FACED BY MIDLEVEL MANAGERS
Christopher M. Cassidy,
Sam Houston State University

Case Synopsis
Matt Smith, a department manager at High Precision, faces a classic managerial dilemma related
the conflict between his loyalty to the company as a manager and his loyalty to the employees
whom he leads. The employees want to rehire a former employee to fill an open position. The
corporate office has apparently “screened out” the former colleague’s application. The employees
want to know why?
Unknown to the employees, the former employee committed a crime against the company that was
discovered after he resigned. While High Precision decided to forgo prosecution of the former
employee, the company also decided to bar rehiring him. To protect both the company from
litigation and the former employee’s reputation, information about the crime was never released.
The direct manager feels a loyalty to respond to the inquiries of his subordinates and a competing
loyalty to the organization that imposes on him the responsibility to remain silent related to the
former employees crimes.
Case Objectives and Use
This is a critical incident case dealing with the very narrow issue of managerial loyalty. It is
intended to be the subject of a short discussion involving leadership and managerial responsibility
in an introductory management or business ethics course at the undergraduate level. The case asks
the students to answer the question, “To whom should a manager be loyal: Upper level
management or the personnel who work for the manager? While many decisions do not challenge
a manager’s loyalty to either group, this case illustrates a situation where it does. While this is a
complex issue, confounded by societies norms related to group and clan thinking, it is important
to put students into the kinds of situations where they can understand the dilemmas real managers
face.

Contact Author: Chris Cassidy, Department of Management, Marketing, and Information
Systems, College of Business Administration, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, TX
77341-2056; Phone: 936-294-1975; Email: cassidy@shsu.edu.
26th Annual SECRA Conference
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A FRIEND AS AN EMPLOYEE
Monica Cayouette
Brockman Smith
Medical University of South Carolina
Case Synopsis
This case reviews a difficult situation between an employer that ends up having to reprimand and
potentially fire their neighbors’ daughter. The employee, Wanda, was the daughter of the
employer’s neighbor. The employer had known the employee since she was 11 years old. The
families had been close. The employer, a general dentist, had even paid Wanda to baby sit when
she was a teenager. Now Wanda is a college graduate and her first job as an adult is as the front
desk receptionist in his dental office.
After nearly a year of Wanda working in Dr. Whittaker’s office, he noticed a decrease in
collections at check out. When he attempted to ask Wanda about office issues she had started
closing all of the open windows on her desktop of her computer including the daily office schedule.
Dr. Whittaker at first brushed it off and thought that Wanda was just nervous working at her first
full time job.
The dentist discussed the collection issues with Wanda and had some additional training sessions
set up for her with the practice manager. After a couple of months, Wanda seemed to have become
more distant and things were not improving. Dr. Whittaker was faced with the potential of having
to fire Wanda. With the two families being so close what should he do with the information that
Wanda gave him during her final reprimand before being terminated? Should he share it with her
parents? Will he be seen as playing favorites if he keeps her on beyond a third warning?
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides the opportunity to consider the pressures and consequences that professionals
face when dealing with balancing employee confidentiality and business profit. It also presents a
very real situation that occurs in today’s society. The case may be used across multiple disciplines
including dental, medical, business, and/or business administration.
Following discussion of the case, participants should be able to:
 Have an understanding of state employment laws
 Documentation protocols for legal purposes
 The importance of a office operations manual
 The value of understanding unconscious bias

Contact Author: Monica Cayouette, Department of Oral Rehabilitation, Medical University of
South Carolina, 173 Ashley Ave, BSB 550C, MSC 507, Charleston, SC 29425, Phone: 843-7922342, Email: cayouetm@musc.edu
26th Annual SECRA Conference
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PUTTING BITTER FOR SWEET
Chad Diaz, II
Ifeoluwa Tobi Popoola
Milorad M. Novicevic
University of Mississippi

Case Synopsis
As George Goodman sat at his kitchen table drinking his first sip of morning coffee he stared at the email
that popped up on his laptop screen. Dr. Alexander White, the MBA Director of his alma mater, Deep
Southern University, sent him an email reminder to submit his completed Big Magazine survey of student
satisfaction with their MBA program. Though George knew that submitting a completed survey
highlighting his MBA program’s strengths was important to the program’s administrators and future
enrollments, he remained conflicted by his unpleasant experience. While taking another sip, George had a
flashback of the precise day he chose to enroll in the MBA program. His decision was influenced by his
reading of Kidder’s Checkpoints to Ethical Decision Making and his earlier reading of Big Magazine’s
MBA annual rankings where he noticed that for three consecutive years, Deep Southern’s MBA program
ranking improved. Signaling that prospective MBA graduates would be highly recruited by employers.
Cases Objectives and Use
The case describes George Goodman’s MBA experience at a reputable University in the deep South of the
United States and his moral struggle with completing the survey about his MBA program. The primary
issue examined is the conflict George had between his personal moral code and the perceived moral
obligations to protect his institution’s reputation. The goal of the case is for the reader to understand the
difficulties of an ethical dilemma related to resolving the conflict between one’s personal moral code and
the organizational moral code. The learning objective is to understand how the framework of Kidder’s
Checkpoints to Ethical Decision Making can be used for the effective analysis of this dilemma. The case is
tailored towards senior-level students and MBA students in their first year. Students can adequately discuss
the issues of this case within a 1hr 15 minutes class. They require about 2 hours of outside class time
preparation for the discussion.

Contact Author: Chad Diaz, II, Management Information Systems Department, University of
Mississippi, Oxford, Mississippi, 38677, Phone: 662-915-9820, email: cdiaz@go.olemiss.edu
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ERICA
(EPISCOPAL REFUGEE AND IMMIGRANT ALLIANCE)
Timothy W. Edlund
Morgan State University (Retired)

Case Synopsis
This case describes the founding of this Center, at the Cathedral of the Incarnation , in Baltimore,
Maryland. It was founded “ . . in 2001 by members of [the] congregation, including refugees and
asylum seekers from years of civil conflict in Liberia who were facing first-hand the challenges
faced by those new to American society. The organization has grown steadily and is now an active
church-based community resource center offering immediate, practical, and material assistance to
refugees, asylum seekers, and other immigrants in the greater Baltimore area.”1
Betty Symington, ERICA’S Executive Director, was considering whether to accept the offer of St.
Mark’s Parish Rector and Vestry (its governing board) to dedicate the parish rectory for use of
ERICA to house some asylees without resources. The house would require extensive renovation
for this purpose.

Case Objectives and Use
This case was designed to acquaint students with the difficulties encountered by refugees and
asylees coming to the United States, and with the efforts of one voluntary agency to assist them in
overcoming those challenges. It is intended for use in courses such as Non-profit Management,
Social Entrepreneurship, and Business & Society.

Contact Author: Timothy W. Edlund, Dept. of Business Administration (retired), Morgan State
University, 1700 E. Cold Spring Lane, Baltimore, MD 21251, Phone: 443-885-3285; email:
tim.edlund@morgan.edu.
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SEW UNIQUE: GINGER’S QUILT SHOPPE
Joyce Emilio
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Susan Peters
University of North Carolina at Pembroke

Case Synopsis
After a successful career and years of seeing what she liked and did not like about other quilts
stores, Ginger and her daughter set off to create the store of their dreams. Along the way that had
some successes and some “learning opportunities”. They created a store with a family feel and
their customers became close friends. Like many entrepreneurs, Ginger and her daughter saw a
niche to be filled, but really went into business without experience in several business areas. She
takes the opportunity to ask customer and friend for marketing and retailing advice.
Both authors were frequent shoppers at Ginger’s Quilt Shoppe from its inception. The lead author
worked there during events and offered consultation at times. In addition, numerous follow-up
interviews were conducted with Ginger.
Case Objectives and Use
In using this case, students will be able to define Ginger’s market and customer segmentation
strategies and evaluate the shop’s current marketing efforts. From this information, they should
propose alternative promotional ideas and support their decisions.
The case is suitable for use in an undergraduate Principles of Marketing or a Retailing class. It is
most suitable in the advertising/promotion/customer service segment of the course. Earlier drafts
of this case were used in a classroom setting

Contact Author: Susan Peters, Thomas Family Center for Entrepreneurship, University
of North Carolina at Pembroke, One University Drive, Pembroke, NC, 28372, Phone: 910-7754066, Email: susan.peters@uncp.edu
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TWENTY-ONE MISTAKES
Sara J. English
University of South Carolina
Case Synopsis
Samantha Stewart, an advanced doctoral student in the College of Social Work, was excited to be
teaching. As part of her program requirements, Sam shared teaching and grading responsibilities
for Human Behavior in the Social Environment (HBSE). “Hib-see,” as it was called, was
considered a foundational course in the social work program. It provided an opportunity for
students to learn about their own positionality as they worked with clients. Every course built
upon HBSE. Sam had applied to teach this class and was honored when the Program Director, Dr.
Farr, chose her for the assignment. Sam recalled how important her HBSE class had been for her
own learning. Now, she was responsible for helping students prepare to address the needs of
vulnerable persons. This case was written for the orientation and training of social work
instructors, doctoral students, and new social work practitioners. It may also be useful for graduate
level educational seminars, courses on social work administration, management, higher education,
or anyone experiencing tension between personal and professional values.
Case Objectives and Use
This case examines a young social work doctoral student teaching her first class. During this case,
she grapples with the dual roles as student and instructor. She struggles with a particular student,
who performs poorly and repeatedly fails to complete assignments on time. During the case,
Samantha Stewart is confronted with how personal beliefs and positionality can conflict with real
world experiences. This case was written for the orientation and training of social work instructors,
doctoral students, emerging educators, and new social work practitioners. It may also be useful
for graduate level educational seminars, courses on social work administration, management,
higher education, or anyone experiencing tension between personal and professional values.
This case is based on an actual teaching experience of a doctoral student. While written from a
social work perspective, it provides a relatable dilemma that will be familiar to anyone who has
ever started a new position.

Contact Author: Sara J. English, College of Social Work, University of South Carolina, 1512
Pendleton Street, Columbia, SC, 29208, 803-397-7194, email: sarae@email.sc.edu
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WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
Lauren Fowler, DMD
Michelle E. Ziegler, DDS
University of South Carolina James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine

Case Synopsis
Lucy Jordan a third year Dental Student. She is doing a complex dental procedure for the first
time. Her preceptor is shorthanded and overseeing more student dentists than usual due to another
faculty person being out. Lucy has asked for help but has been instructed to continue. After giving
it another try she is still unsure and she again asks for help. When the faculty person is finally
available he is rushed and does it himself which results in a negative outcome.

Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity to discuss dental/medical and other clinical medical
professionals supervision policies and protocols and teacher shortages in these areas.
The case based on an actual incident, can be used in any clinical professional training program. It
may be used for both student/resident education as well as for faculty development and training.

Contact Author: Lauren Fowler or Michelle Ziegler, Advanced Education in General Dentistry
Program, James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine, 29 Bee Street, Charleston, SC 29425.
Phone 843-792-2188, email: jonlaure@musc.edu or zieglerm@musc.edu
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GOOD PROBLEMS
Darin Gerdes
Charleston Southern University

Case Synopsis
Lt Col Alexandria Watson is the commander of the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps
(AFROTC), Detachment 772 at Charleston Southern University. She took over an anemic
detachment and she has grown the corps of cadets by 400%. By all measures, she has been very
successful, but new challenges have sprung from her success.
Watson has assembled a team, elicited support from the university and the Air Force for an
expanded program, and she managed her way to phenomenal growth, but success has led to new
problems related to coordination, staffing, and overcrowding.
The case that follows demonstrates how effective management helped Lt Col Watson and her team
achieved these results and it allows students the opportunity to consider what she and her staff
must do to manage their newfound success.
Case Objectives and Use
The case, based on actual events, is a study in effective management. Management consists of four
primary components—planning, leading, organizing, and controlling. This case demonstrates
allows students to consider how to address the new problems brought on by success.
The case was written for an undergraduate management course, but it may be useful in a leadership,
organizational behavior, or ethics course when addressing the difficulties related to efficient
management.

Contact Author: Darin L. Gerdes, School of Business, Charleston Southern University. 9200
University Blvd. N. Charleston, South Carolina, 29406 (843) 863-7814 email:
dgerdes@csuniv.edu
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VOTING MY CONSCIENCE
Darin L. Gerdes
Charleston Southern University
R. Scott Pearson
Anderson University
Case Synopsis
In recent years, public-private partnerships have become common. When the town of Summerville,
South Carolina was poised to enter into a public-private partnership with Applegate & Co to build
a boutique hotel in the historic district, Councilman Walter Bailey faced a dilemma.
As a lawyer, he was wary of the downside, but the potential income that the project could create
for the city was quite appealing. The case for the public-private partnership appeared compelling.
The contractor promised only upside, but as a lawyer, Baily was trained to think defensively. He
wants to do what is best for the city, but he is not sure that this particular arrangement is in the best
interest of the city.
Case Objectives and Use
The case is based on actual events in Summerville, SC in 2014. The case focuses on the cost/benefit
analysis of a municipal public-private partnership agreement. The case was written for an
undergraduate public finance course, but it may be useful in public economics or public policy
classes in order to discuss the merits of public/private partnerships.

Contact Author: Darin L. Gerdes, School of Business, Charleston Southern University. 9200
University Blvd. N. Charleston, South Carolina, 29406 (843) 863-7814 email:
dgerdes@csuniv.edu; R. Scott Pearson, College of Business, Anderson University, 316
Boulevard, Anderson, South Carolina, 29621 email: spearson@valueview.net
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FINDING THE RECIPE FOR SUCCESS: AN ANALYSIS OF A
CONSOLIDATED COMPANY’S CONTROL ENVIRONMENT AFTER
ACQUISITION OF A SUBSIDIARY
Lindsay Griswold
University of South Carolina Aiken

Case Synopsis
In today’s global business environment, the inorganic growth strategy of mergers and acquisitions
may provide synergies, efficiencies, and ultimately, higher profits. In the fast-paced mergers and
acquisitions market, one aspect of consolidation that does not always garner high attention is the
integration of the accounting function. This case presents a limited set of facts surrounding two
fictional companies that have recently consolidated operations: a baked goods manufacturer,
Fields Bakery, and a small artisan bread maker, Miller’s Breads. The facts focus on the control
environment of the two companies’ accounting departments immediately subsequent to
acquisition. Students will apply concepts they’ve learned about internal controls over a company’s
financial reporting process in order to create a presentation that illustrates a thorough risk
assessment of the accounting departments’ current processes. Students must also propose positive
changes that provide solutions, along with an audit plan to monitor any suggested processes.

Case Objectives and Use
This case fits well with the curriculum in an undergraduate Auditing Theory class which is
primarily taught to upper level accounting majors. This case is specific to the topic of “Internal
Controls in a Financial Statement Audit” which is covered in Chapters 6 and 7 of Auditing &
Assurance Services: A Systematic Approach by William F. Messier (10e). Completing this case
will benefit students who plan to take the CPA exam, and students who have an interest in public
accounting, corporate accounting or consulting.

Contact Author: Lindsay Griswold, School of Business Administration, University of South
Carolina Aiken, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: 803-641-3578 email:
lindsayg@usca.edu
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TO TELL OR NOT TO TELL? OR EVEN AM I ALLOWED TO TELL?
Shannon E. Hassin D.D.S.
Michelle E. Ziegler D.D.S.
James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine
Medical University of South Carolina

Case Synopsis
Dr. Pulcinella a new dental resident is prepared to begin an elective esthetic dental procedure for
a minor patient Jessie. This procedure was previously discussed and consented to by the patient’s
mother.
After observing a change in the patients disposition Dr. Pulcinella ask Jessie if everything is OK
at which point the minor patient discloses she is pregnant. This new medical information
necessitates canceling the patients planned appointment which the mom is expecting to begin
today.

Case Objectives and Use
This case provides the opportunity to consider and discuss patient autonomy, and patient
confidentiality. It also provides the opportunity to research legal issues based on state regulations
in respect to legal age of consent and disclosure of sensitive patient health information of a minor
to the patients’ parent/legal guardian.
This case, based on an actual situation, can be used for medical and dental students, residents and
interns as well as law students.

Contact Authors: Shannon Hassin or Michelle Ziegler, Advanced Education in General
Dentistry Program, James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine, 29 Bee Street, Charleston,
SC 29425 phone: 843-792-2188 email; hassin@musc.edu or zieglerm@musc.edu
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THE STRATFORD CLUB
Judy L. Holcomb
Saint Leo University

Case Synopsis
The Stratford downtown city club is located in Sterling, a medium-size southeastern city. Like
many city clubs, it has been experiencing a decline in membership over the past 10 years due to
many reasons. The main reason is a change in American culture. In the past, it was common for
men to have a place to congregate to discuss current events. The Club, like most older city clubs,
began as an all-male club. The club is approximately 75 years old and in the late 80’s began
permitting women members because of the Gordon Act.
The Stratford Club has an aging facility, which is cost prohibitive to renovate. An option was being
presented by the Long Range Planning Committee to move to the top floor of a high-rise building
approximately 10 blocks away. The land that the Club is currently on is worth $3.7 million. It is
considered one of the most sought after pieces of real estate in downtown Sterling because of its
location. The Club’s General Manager, Ginny Jenkins is concerned about the proposal because it
has come about quite fast and it might not be the right move for the Stratford Club right now.
.
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity to examine issues facing private clubs today such as declining
membership, political climate of clubs, structure and decision-making process and the nuances of
equity ownership of private clubs. Financial, membership and competitive data are provided to
analyze the decision to move the club off a valuable piece of real estate.

Contact Author: Judy L Holcomb, Department of International Tourism and Hospitality
Management and Sport Business, Saint Leo University, PO Box 6665, Saint Leo, FL, 33574, 352588-8005, email: judy.holcomb@saintleo.edu.
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U.S. MATH RECOVERY COUNCIL® - REVENUE RECOGNITION AND
OTHER ISSUES
Steven Johnson
Minnesota State University, Mankato
Jane Baird
University of North Carolina at Pembroke
Case Synopsis
After a meeting with her supervisor, Maggie (a staff auditor in a small public accounting firm)
learned that she would be completing her next assignment nearly entirely on her own. Although
she knew very little about her new non-profit client, U.S. Math Recovery Council®, the client file
contained all the information she would need for the project. After reviewing the file, Maggie
knew that her GAAP research skills would be valuable, as the organization had potential financial
reporting issues related to revenue recognition, contributed services, and inventory. Using these
skills, Maggie began researching each of the issues in preparation for her follow-up meeting with
her supervisor.
Case Objectives and Use
This case was designed primarily for students to conduct and apply research using FASB’s
Accounting Standards Codification® within a non-profit organization. Students are required to use
data from the organization to research topics related to revenue recognition, contributed services,
inventory, and net assets. Because of the recently modified revenue recognition standards, this
case offers an opportunity for students to familiarize themselves with the new approach to revenue
recognition. The case requires students to identify case issues, research the issues, and provide
results and recommendations. Alternative questions are also provided for graduate students,
focusing on capital budgeting and the calculation of weighted-average cost of capital in a nonprofit.
The case provides a description of the non-profit organization, as well as the audit issues that must
be researched. The primary actor of the case is a young accounting professional who is tasked with
the responsibility of overseeing her first audit.
The case could be used in a variety of different courses, but would fit most logically into an upper
division non-profit accounting course. Because non-profit organizations are governed by FASB,
this case could also be used in an intermediate accounting course to teach students how to use
FASB’s Accounting Standards Codification® system. This case could also be used in a graduate
level accounting course, and additional graduate level questions are provided to make it more
challenging to graduate students.

Contact Author: Steven Johnson, Department of Accounting & Business Law, Minnesota State
University, Mankato, 150 Morris Hall, Mankato, MN 56001, Phone: 507-389-2760, email:
steven.johnson@mnsu.edu.
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WISHING YOU WELL AT CAMP(S)?
Andrea Krispin
Jonathan Krispin
Valdosta State University
Case Synopsis
Paige, the infirmary director for Camps Merri-mac for Girls and Timberlake for boys, two jointlyrun residential summer camps in the mountains of North Carolina, was preparing for another
summer of camp when the owner of the camp gave her some news that caught her a bit off guard.
While the camps had historically been operated on the same campus, he told her that he had
decided to physically separate the camps, moving the boys camp to a location about 20 miles away.
He needed her to think through the implications that this separation might create for the infirmary
and the care of the campers, then make some recommendations about how she thought they should
move forward. She knew what staff and resources were needed to run the camps together, but
providing for two locations wasn’t as simple as dividing up the staff between the sites. What kind
of peak health and medical demands might the staff face? Were the demands different for the
girls’ camp versus the boys’ camp? Given that the new location was 20 miles away; could she
continue to use the same off-site medical facilities for both locations? She wasn’t even sure where
to begin…
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity for nurse and student-nurses to consider issues related to several
different aspects of community health nursing. These issues might include anticipation of potential
healthcare concerns, examination techniques, diagnosis and treatment of injuries and illnesses
within a nursing context, and community education and training. Additionally, this case provides
an opportunity for healthcare administrators to consider issues that are often raised as the result of
organic growth, including estimating average and peak demands on resources, staffing, and
determination of the required skills, education, and certification for key employees.
This case, based on an actual scenario and using primary data, was written for undergraduate
courses in community health and nursing, and healthcare administration. Some sample data is
provided for optional assignment by the instructor.

Contact Author: Andrea Krispin, College of Nursing and Health Sciences, Valdosta State
University, 1500 N. Patterson St., Valdosta, GA 31698, Phone: 229-249-4930, email:
apkrispin@valdosta.edu.
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DR. JESSICA SANDERS
Lauren E. Kuhn
Medical University of South Carolina

Case Synopsis
Dr. Jessica Sanders is a new dentist, working as an associate for Dr. Timothy Paul. On a normal
clinic day, Dr. Sanders has a full schedule and walks to the waiting room to summon one of
her customary patients, Mr. Jochimsen. When she opens the door to the waiting room, she sees
a man on the floor and immediately rushes to him. As she questions the patient, she realizes
that the man is Mr. Jochimsen and that he is drunk. She refuses to treat him and arranges for
him to be transported home.
Dr. Sanders is confronted by her boss, Dr. Paul. He enters her operatory and states that he did
not think the patient was too intoxicated and that she should have treated him. Dr. Sanders lets
Dr. Paul know that she is uncomfortable with the patient’s level of intoxication and explains
that he would be rescheduled. Dr. Paul seems displeased, but drops the subject. Dr. Sanders is
left to ponder the situation and wonder whether Dr. Paul is upset that she lost production time
by sending Mr. Jochimsen home.
Case Objectives and Use
This case enables a discussion about alcohol dependence, the risks of alcohol use for dental
patients, and appropriate actions and treatment adjustments for dentists aware of their patients’
use of alcohol. The case suggests an easy tool for interviewing and documenting risks for
alcoholism, as well as the role of dentists in preventing harm. A discussion of effective
communication with patients and employers is an important component of the overall case.
The information in this case is based on real encounters within a United States dental practice.
Information was obtained through an interview with the primary source. The names, locations,
and other identifying information have been changed to protect the identities of the involved
parties. This case is suitable for healthcare professionals. Within dentistry, this case is suitable
for 4th year dental students and new dentists. This case focuses on ethical dilemmas, substance
use, pressure from an employer, and patient-management skills.

Contact Author: Lauren E. Kuhn, Department of Endodontics, Medical University of South
Carolina, 29 Bee Street, Charleston, SC, 29425, Phone: 843-792-2101, Email:
KuhnL@musc.edu.
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GEORGE CAMPBELL
Lauren E. Kuhn
Medical University of South Carolina

Case Synopsis
George Campbell is a 3rd year dental student who has never delivered a denture. At his
appointment, George is delivering a lower denture for Mrs. Susan Matthews. When he is adjusting
the denture, he uses a customary paste to identify pressure spots and cleans it off with the remover
liquid. The remover is slippery and he drops the denture on the ground. It breaks in half in front of
his instructor—Dr. Jameson—who yells at him. Dr. Jameson has always been a kind professor,
but she seems to have lost her temper. George feels disheartened.
While in front of the patient, Dr. Jameson stated that remaking the denture would be mandatory
for George. George’s patient, Mrs. Mathews, is willing to let George remake the denture. George
remakes the denture after multiple appointments. Once it is finished, the patient is dissatisfied with
the fit. She asks why the denture doesn’t fit the way her old one did—the old denture was 10 years
old. George explains that dentures need to rest on dense bone, to allow for stability for many years
to come. The patient is mildly unhappy but agrees that they would have a follow-up appointment
for more adjustments in 24 hours. At the appointment—only one day later—George notices that
the denture is smaller. Mrs. Matthews admits to adjusting the denture at home, with an at-home
dental adjustment kit. On that day, Dr. Polk is George’s instructor. Dr. Polk questions whether
George had discussed adjustments and prognosis with the patient and whether the patient’s athome adjustments could have been prevented. George feels disheartened yet again.
Case Objectives and Use
This case enables a discussion on the importance of communication in prosthetic dentistry, the
common locations of denture fractures, and whether high quality treatment leads to patient
satisfaction. Students are prompted to consider the concept of preparedness and how to
communicate well with faculty and patients.
The information in this case is based on real encounters within a United States dental school.
Information was obtained through an interview with a primary source, who recalled scenarios that
impacted the care of a particular patient. The names, locations, and other identifying information
have been changed to protect the identities of the involved parties. This case is suitable for
healthcare professionals. Within dentistry, this case is suitable for dental students learning about
removable prosthodontics, as well as young dentists or prosthodontists aiming to improve their
communication and patient-management skills.

Contact Author: Lauren E. Kuhn, Department of Endodontics, Medical University of South
Carolina, 29 Bee Street, Charleston, SC, 29425, Phone: 843-792-2101, Email:
KuhnL@musc.edu.
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THROUGH GOOD TIMES AND BAD: MANAGING STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS
Helen MacLennan, Ph.D.
Kenny Embry, Ph.D.
Saint Leo University

Case Synopsis
This case follows Anthony Bruno, a real estate investor as he navigates several partnerships in the
Florida area between 1979 and 2001. These partnerships gave him access to capital to make
commercial real estate deals which often included his management of the properties after sale.
The narrative follows three partnership structures and ends with a deal where financing proved
impossible for the current partners and Bruno had to salvage the deal by recruiting additional
partners. The case sheds light on when partnerships are useful and when they can be liabilities.
The case also includes creative monetization strategies.

Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity for students to see how partnerships work in a business situation.
Further, students see how equity is negotiated in a partnered deal, as well as when partnerships are
advantageous and when they prove problematic. Finally, students see ancillary benefits of real
estate transactions such as property management.
The case is based on an actual business and using primary data and is useful for students in finance,
management, sales, negotiation, communication or real estate related courses.

Contact Author: Helen MacLennan, Ph.D., Department of Business, Saint Leo University, 1120
E Kennedy Blvd #238, Tampa, FL 33602, Phone: 813-226-2779, email:
helen.maclennan@saintleo.edu.
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AB INBEV’S OFFER FOR SABMILLER: THE WAITING GAME
John S. Marsh
Woody D. Richardson
Rachel Graefe-Anderson
University of Mary Washington
Case Synopsis
In late 2015, SABMiller accepted an offer from AB InBev, but since AB InBev and SABMiller
were the world’s two largest brewers, the acquisition was contingent on lengthy regulatory
approval. While trying to gain approval, a variety of factors changed including a poor fiscal year
for SABMiller and a devaluation of the British pound due to the Brexit decision. Furthermore, the
British courts split the SABMiller shareholders into two classes and ruled that the deal had to be
approved by both classes, not just en masse. These issues brought into focus concerns about the
value of the deal and forced AB InBev to revise their original offer in both price and structure. By
August 2016, Leslie Hernandez (representing an average AB InBev investor) contemplated the
efficacy of the revised acquisition offer. Enough information is given to allow students the
opportunity to assess the offer made by AB InBev for SABMiller and the effects the currency shift
and new financials should have on the deal value.
Case Objectives and Use
This case developed entirely from secondary sources provides an opportunity to apply finance
principles in general and international finance ones in particular to the valuation of SAB Miller by
AB InBev. The case was designed for use in a Principles of Finance or a Corporate Finance course
– particularly following a unit on international finance. While mergers and acquisitions are
fascinating from a strategy perspective, this case is designed primarily to illustrate concepts in
international finance. The teaching notes cover a discussion of why there were two classes of
stakeholders and their concerns, how the Brexit decision and subsequent change in exchange rates
affected the value of both SABMiller’s domestic value and AB InBev’s external valuation of
SABMiller, and how the acquisition premium changed both from the perspective of SABMiller’s
and AB InBev’s shareholders. A student spreadsheet is available with an income statement,
balance sheet, and statement of cash flows to assist students with their analysis. An instructor
spreadsheet is also available with completed values that were used in the answers to the discussion
questions in the teaching note.

Contact Author: John Marsh, University of Mary Washington, 1301 College Avenue,
Fredericksburg, VA 22401-5300, Phone 540-654-1450; email: jmarsh@umw.edu
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THE E.R. FREQUENT FLYER
Amy Martin
Lindsey M. Hamil
The Medical University of South Carolina

Case Synopsis
Bobby is a five-time repeat visitor to the local emergency room for a fever of unknown origin. As
his symptoms are considered, it is a medical resident not a practicing physician who ultimately
identifies the root cause of his symptoms. As she considers his case, the resident cannot help but
be troubled by a health care system that allows minor issues to go unnoticed due to a lack of
recognition of the importance of oral health care to overall systemic health.
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity for students and professionals in dentistry, medicine, and public
health to consider the policy and administrative barriers to better patient care. The case addresses
interprofessional education and opportunities for systematic improvement in the US health care
system. The case, based on an actual patient, is designed for use in graduate dental, medical and
health services education as well as continuing education for existing practitioners.

Contact Author: Lindsey M. Hamil, Dept. of Stomatology, Medical University of South
Carolina, 173 Ashley Avenue, Charleston, SC 29425, Phone 843-792-3928, email:
hamillm@musc.edu
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ABERCROMBIE & FITCH: HOW A CEO CAN WRECK A BRAND IN
ONE INTERVIEW
Annalena Matuschek
Uta Beukmann
Irina Furin
Christina Pistorius
Blaine Lawlor
University of West Florida

Case Synopsis
The case provides financial information and other key information on Abercrombie & Fitch and
its competitors. The company’s strategy of keeping its focus on a certain target group was
extremely successful in the past, but the CEO failed to see sociocultural changes, thus significantly
weakening the A&F’s market position. In this case, A&F’s new CEO needs to decide how to
redefine the company’s future strategy to lead the company to former success.
Case Objectives and Use
The primary use of the case would be within strategy or economic classes at both the undergraduate
and the graduate level. It can be utilized as a tool for students to examine an organization’s core
competencies to determine how a company’s strategic decisions and actions can erode competitive
advantages and what can remedy the situation. It is an example of a company within a highly
competitive and rapidly changing environment, including the challenges of the ongoing
globalization and sociocultural impacts. In addition, this industry has to deal with the impact of
the dynamic distribution over the Internet, especially social media.

Contact Author: Blaine Lawlor, Dept. of Management/MIS, University of West Florida,
Pensacola, FL 32514, Phone 850-474-2277, email: blawlor@uwf.edu.
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CHANGE OF COLOR
Anthony McClinton
Ifeoluwa Tobi Popoola
Milorad M. Novicevic
University of Mississippi
Case Synopsis
The case is about the ethical dilemma faced by Sammy (a bi-racial African American/White
professional) and his daughter, Christine (an MBA student) in declaring publicly their racial
identity. Their dilemma was caused by the fact that both were commonly perceived as Caucasian,
in contrast to Arkisha, Sammy’s wife, and Maya, his daughter who both had caramel skin and
curly hair. And, thus, were perceived as African Americans. Early in his career after graduating in
the 1970s from a reputable university located in Northern US, Sammy faced the difficult choice of
deciding whether to identify on his job application form that he was “white” or “black.” Checking
off the white box guaranteed a lucrative job and a $60,000 annual salary but, checking off the
black box meant losing the job; family’s security, welfare, and happiness; and depending on his
wife’s parents. Few months into his new job at a reputable organization, Sammy faced the
discomfort of balancing family, work, and a keynote speaker assignment because he presented
himself to Stephen White, his boss, as a Caucasian. Christine’s ethical dilemma occurred several
years after Sammy passed away due to a massive heart attack. Her ethical dilemma was similar to
Sammy’s with three exceptions. First, Christine furthered her education and completed her Masters
of Business Administration (MBA) degree at a prestigious university. Second, she was vocal about
transracial identity and legitimization of transgender identity in public policy and organizational
practices. Third, she had no family of hers but, her reflections about her prevailing road blocks to
securing a job prompted her to recall her father’s story.
Cases Objectives and Use
The case is based on the dilemma Sammy faced, whether to move his family to Jackson,
Mississippi (MS) or stay in Chicago due to extant racial tensions. Students should learn: 1) how to
identify relevant information, stakeholders, alternative justifications of decision for the choice of
action and evaluate principles underlying the decision; 2) enhancement of their capacity for moral
reasoning, 3) how ethics contributes to the development of a firm’s responsible relationships with
internal (external) organizational stakeholders, and 4) how to hone their problem-solving
capabilities to develop recommendations for the resolution of ethical dilemmas. Students will learn
and understand the ethical challenges biracial citizens face in their quest to secure employment.
Managers will learn to appreciate the importance of incorporating a workplace policy and codes
of conduct that embrace racial diversity and openness to divergent cultural heritage.

Contact Author: Anthony McClinton, Management Department, University of Mississippi,
Mississippi, 38677, Phone: 662-915-9820, email: ammcclin@go.olemiss.edu
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SHOULD BOEING DROP ITS PROGRAM ACCOUNTING FOR THE
DREAMLINER 787?
Robert McDonald
University of New Haven
Case Synopsis
In 2003 Boeing adopted program accounting to record its development work for new aircraft.
Boeing estimates years for development and then a longer period for commercial production of
the plane, during which the original investment is amortized, and profits are realized. Boeing plans
for ten to fifteen years, estimates all revenues and production costs, and arrives at an estimated
gross profit for the total project. Boeing assumes a learning curve for the direct labor cost, and it
forecasts declining labor costs over the whole period. In the early years of production, Boeing set
up a deferred production cost balance in the inventory accounts. At its height the deferred
production cost balance approached $29 billion.

Case Objectives and Use
The case is intended for a course in cost accounting or an intermediate accounting course
discussing inventory costing.
Students will analyze a unique method of cost accounting for aircraft inventories where
development costs are added to the inventory account. The program accounting method is
compared to similar, unusual methods of inventory costing: percentage of completion and full
costing of oil projects in the oil industry. The overall mechanics of the learning curve will be
introduced.
Questions
1) Given the long periods involved, the complexity of manufacturing the 787 Dreamliner, and the
large sums of capital invested, should Boeing drop the deferred production cost method and adopt
the immediate expensing of the plane’s development cost?
2) What are the implications to Boeing, its investors, its auditor, its creditors, and its regulators if
it writes off the balance in the deferred production cost account for the 787 aircraft?

Contact Author: Robert McDonald, Department of Accounting, University of New Haven, 300
Boston Post Road, West Haven, CT 06516, Phone: 203-269-3109, rmcdonald@newhaven.edu.
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MERIT PAY: TO REWARD PERFORMANCE OR
VALUE TRADITION?
Thomas R. Miller
The University of Memphis
Case Synopsis
Dr. George Elliott, Dean of the College of Business Administration at Ivy State University, had
just informed his Department Chairs that there would be a faculty salary increase program that
spring. This was certainly welcome news after a history of few and small pay raises in recent years.
The pay increase plan would include an across-the-board (ATB) increase for nearly all faculty
members and a discretionary component based on merit as determined by the annual faculty
evaluation system. The Dean and Chairs saw this as an opportunity to reward high-performing
faculty who had differentiated themselves in their teaching, research, and service from other
faculty with modest achievements.
Although all the Chairs were glad to have the flexibility to award raises for merit, the challenge
was to recommend raises that were fair and could be justified by the faculty performance data.
And, in a departure from prior practice, the Dean told the group that he was not tied to giving raises
tied to a percentage of base salary, and that the Chairs should consider proposing raises in absolute
dollars. That comment prompted questions as the Chairs began to think about the implications of
using that approach.
After the meeting, Fred Anderson, Chair of the Marketing Department, reviewed his faculty
salaries and performance data and was puzzling over how he would make his pay increase
recommendations – and complete this work by the short deadline. Ringing in his ear was the
Dean’s exhortation to the Chairs: “Let’s not waste this opportunity!”
Case Objectives and Use
The general purpose of the case is to provide an opportunity for students to work through the
implementation of a pay increase program which has both ATB and merit components. The
specific objectives are to improve understanding of the relationship between performance appraisal
systems and pay increase programs, to illustrate some of the complexities and challenges of
administering a merit-pay program, and to develop skills in analyzing the impact of alternate
approaches to awarding pay increases.
The case is intended for use in human resource management, compensation administration, higher
education administration, and possibly organization and management courses. Depending upon
the needs of the instructor, the case could be used to address the following topics: incentive
compensation, pay for performance, pay equity, and performance appraisal.

Contact Author: Thomas R. Miller, Professor of Management, Fogelman College of Business &
Economics, Room 426, The University of Memphis, Memphis. TN 38152-3120, 901-678-4563,
thmiller@memphis.edu.
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SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO:
A STUDY IN MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS
Karla Moldovan
John Engel
University of South Carolina Aiken

Case Synopsis
Evans was the program manager for marketing and sales, in the vaccines division, of ABC
Pharmaceutical, a multinational corporation with headquarters in United States. One of ABC’s
strategic goals was to give managers assignments in other countries, and Evans started to eagerly
prepare for an opportunity. Although it came sooner than expected, Evans was very excited when
and he was offered an assignment in the Beijing office. He was given very little time to prepare,
but with his wife’s, Laura, support Evans accepted the offer and the young family of four
relocated to Beijing.
Evans was a dedicated and conscientious young manager, well known for his previous successes
at ABC’s home offices. This was his first international assignment and he wanted to make a
good impression from the start of his new assignment. His first task was to close a deal that was
already prepared by his predecessor. In his first day in office, Evans discovered that ABC lost
one of their key Chinese connection, and suddenly the contract is in danger of being delayed or
even lost. He desperately wants to do everything possible to secure the deal, but he faces
multiple obstacles for which he wasn’t prepared.

Case Objectives and Use
This case study can be used in a management, international business, or leadership class. It
covers the review and uncertainty that comes with relocating for international work. It looks at
the professional aspect as well as the personal implications.

Contact Author: John Engel, School of Business, University South Carolina Aiken, 471
University Parkway-Aiken, SC 29801 Phone: 803 641-3233; email: JohnEn@usca.edu,
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FOUNDATIONS OF BUSINESS: TEACHING STUDENTS THE
PROS & CONS OF STATE-SPONSORED RETIREMENT PLANS
Linda C. Rodriguez
Sanela Porca
Michael J. “Mick” Fekula
University of South Carolina, Aiken, SC, USA
Case Synopsis
In this decision-making and evaluative case, the main character is a business management
professor, who teaches in a ‘Business 101’course at a small university. She wants her students to
be familiar with developing personal budgets and they should learn something about retirement
planning too. As the professor begins to develop a new lesson plan, she realizes that there is a new
state-sponsored retirement savings concept for those workers who do not have employersponsored retirement plans. Some current new stories claim that many people have not saved for
retirement, and many do not have access at work for retirement savings. However, there may be
some hope in state-sponsored “Work & Save” programs. The professor sees that the National
Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) is opposed to alternative state sponsored retirement
plans such as “Work & Save.” However, after conducting some research the professor, discovered
AARP continues to lobby in many state legislatures to gain approval for state-sponsored retirement
savings plans.
During her search the professor realizes that there are many pros and cons to “Work & Save” plans,
but that many state legislatures, such as in her state of South Carolina, are considering
implementation of state sponsored retirement savings plans. There are many demographic
influences of savings, which include financial literacy about retirement plans and appropriate
savings levels. The professor sets off begin her research for a new lesson about the pro & cons of
the state-sponsored retirement plans retirement plans. She will also learn more about financial
literacy to include in the plan.
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides readers an opportunity to learn about some of the attributes of financial literacy
and to explore the pros and cons of a state sponsored “Work & Save” retirement plans in the United
States.
The case is developed from published scholarly papers as well as current electronic news articles
and blogs. The audience of the case would be anyone who is in a Personal Financial Planning
course, or a Small Business Management course, Entrepreneurship course, or ‘Business 101’
course.

Contact Author: Linda C. Rodriguez, School of Business, University of South Carolina Aiken,
Box 27, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29803, Phone: 803-641-3203; email:
LindaR@usca.edu
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THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: A CASE STUDY ON THE
IMPLICATIONS FOR A SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
William Smith, MBA, MAcc
Christopher Thier, MAcc
Saint Leo University

Case Synopsis
The main character, Ray Linebaugh has worked for a family owned automobile parts
manufacturing business since its founding some 30 years ago. As the recognized expert in all of
the company’s manufacturing processes, Ray is well respected by his 125 fellow workers. The
owner of the business is stepping down and turning the business over to his son, Jim. Jim has been
a part of the business for the last 10 years, and has a completely different vision on how the
business should be run. Jim has been reading about the fourth industrial revolution and wants to
incorporate into the business many of the things he has read. Jim knows that modernization will
make his business more efficient and competitive but will also displace many of his workers. Jim
will attempt to use Ray to sell the idea of modernization to his fellow employees by capitalizing
on Ray’s popularity with the workers. Ray’s ethics and loyalty will be put to the test when he is
asked to sell the plan to his co-workers.
Case Objectives and Use
Human Capital management is a hot topic today and students need to be aware of workers
emotional intelligence and the need to incorporate it into their management philosophy. This case
will be extremely useful in ethics and management training courses or any application where
decisions are made that deal with the well-being, motivation, or displacement of workers. This
case was written for students to guide them not only ethically but to demonstrate that we live in an
era of modernization and with that comes challenges in the workplace. Additionally, this case can
be used in teaching decision making skills and potential advantages and disadvantages of
modernizing a manufacturing plant.

Contact Author: William Smith, Student Author, Saint Leo University, 2254 Rosewood Lane,
Biloxi, MS, 39532, Phone: 228-313-7236, email: william.smith14@saintleo.edu. Christopher
Their, phone 518-859-1990, email: Christopher.Thier@saintleo.edu
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THE BATTLE BETWEEN PERSONAL PERFORMANCE AND WORK
POLICIES
Joanne Snead
Tracy Guyette
Saint Leo University
Case Synopsis
The main character, Paul, has worked for Synergy Solutions Group for the past 20 years and is the
head programmer in his department. He has been a dedicated, hard-working employee who strives
to be a great leader for those within his team. Elliot, an employee for Synergy Solutions, has had
several issues in his past with gambling, alcohol, and debt. These issues have left Elliot behind on
his work and forced him to ask his coworkers to help complete his tasks. Paul has reduced Elliot’s
daily work, due the empathy he has for Elliot. Paul had hoped Elliot’s problem was temporary and
anticipated if he were supportive of Elliot, the situation would get better. Elliot began to take full
advantage of Paul’s kindness and support, but the issue only grew worse to where Elliot began to
blatantly ignore his work. Elliot continuously pushed his luck, to where he began to leave company
grounds while still on the clock. As the situation with Elliot grew steadily worse, the other
members of the team became frustrated due to giving him extra help with his daily work tasks.
Paul was in an unfortunate situation with keeping his reputation in the organization and helping
Elliot. Paul felt he needed to inform upper management about what was going on with Elliot, but
his main concern was Elliot would lose his job. Paul was caught in the middle with feeling betrayal
and guilt. He wants to help Elliot with his personal issues, but also feels as the situation has
worsened.
The organization’s policies are very clear on the ethical behavior of their employees. Paul’s guilt
began to chip away at him for not formally addressing the issue. He had always been a loyal and
go-by-the-book employee; Paul scheduled a meeting with upper management to discuss the
consequences for Elliot. As Paul walked into the meeting, he began to doubt his decision but
needed to do what was right.
Case Objectives and Use
This case would be useful for an instructor-training course, first-year managers and human
resource management departments to understand how to make ethical decisions with employees.
The case study can be applied to managers when interacting with employees with difficult personal
circumstances. Lastly, this case would also be useful in ethical and business courses to teach
students to think and analyze both sides of the story critically.

Contact Authors: Joanne Snead, Saint Leo University 33701 Fl-52, St. Leo, FL 33574, Phone
727-420-7820, email: joanne.snead@email.saintleo.edu; Tracy Guyette, Saint Leo University
33701 Fl-52, St. Leo, FL 33574, Phone: 804-731-3126; email: tracy.guyette@
email.saintleo.edu
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IS THE THIRD TIME A CHARM?
Julie Steen
Charles Aiken
Middle Georgia State University

Case Synopsis
In the summer of 2017, plans were being made to bring arena (or indoor) football back to Macon,
GA. Macon had previously had two other indoor football teams--the Macon Knights from 2001
until 2006 and the Macon Steel in 2012. When the Macon Knights ceased operations in 2006, the
owners cited the low game attendance and limited sponsors as contributing factors. In the 2001
season, the Macon Knights average attendance was 3951 fans per game, but by 2006 that average
had dropped to 2661 fans per game. The Knights enjoyed a fair amount of success in the league.
The team was seen as a leader in community outreach and made the playoffs four out of six years.
In 2003, the team made it to the af2 championship game, but lost to their opponent.
The Macon Steel was a short lived indoor football team. On February 14, 2012, the Macon Steel
announced that they would play their first game on March 24, 2012. The team lost five of the six
games they played in the 2012 season and ceased operations on May 6, 2012.
Macon’s newest arena football team in called the Georgia Doom. On November 29, 2017, Robert
Reichert, mayor of Macon, and Kevin Adkins, CEO of the Georgia Doom, held a press conference
at the Georgia Sports Hall of Fame. They announced the team’s 10 game spring 2018 schedule
and ticket prices.
What can the Georgia Doom do to make sure that the “third time is a charm”? What specific
promotional strategies can they use to get fans to the games?
Case Objectives and Use
This case describes the history of arena football in Macon, GA. One objective of this case is to
help students identify promotional strategies that can be used by sports teams. This case can be
used in undergraduate marketing or entrepreneurship classes.

Contact Author: Julie Steen, Assistant Professor of Marketing, School of Business, Middle
Georgia State University, 100 University Parkway, Macon, GA 31206, Phone: 478-471-2886,
email: julie.steen@mga.edu
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STUMBLING INTO AN ETHICAL DILEMMA

G. Jerry van Rossum
Matthew Machusak
Marygrove College

Case Synopsis
Gordon Barr, the owner of Studio Drafting Services, an architectural design-drafting firm, located
in Thompson, Manitoba Canada finds himself in an unexpected ethical dilemma. He has
completed the design and all building documents for the renovations of a medium sized medical
clinic owned and operated by five doctors. Burntwood Medical Clinic is located on the second
floor of a medium–sized strip mall. After opening the bids and finding the only bid is well over
the $200,000 budget, Barr mistakenly shares the bid and budget with another general contractor.
Unknown to Barr, the doctors had asked the same second general contractor to bid on the
renovation before they told the original bidder that the bidding process closed and his bid rejected.
Only Barr and the second general contractor are aware of the sharing of the details of the initial
bid.

Case Objectives and Use
The case presents an ethical dilemma and demonstrates how often such ethical problems happen
without malicious intent. Small business owners are dependent on their reputation for honest and
fair business practices. This is especially true in a small town such as Thompson. The protagonist
in this case stumbles into an ethical breach. Technically, he is not guilty of breaking any laws, but
he has given an unfair advantage to another contractor.
The case provides students with an ethical dilemma to resolve. This is appropriate for a Business
Ethics class as an example of ethical issues in small businesses. Since the case involves a bidding
process, this will help students understand the bidding process and the importance of following
the formal bidding process.
The case is primary research data and written primarily for undergraduates.. While the name of
the drafting-design firm is real, the names of the contractors are disguised.

Contact Author: G. Jerry van Rossum, Department of Human Resource Management,
Marygrove College, 8425 West McNichols Road, Detroit, MI. 48221, 313-927-1218
jvanrossum@marygrove.edu
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DEVELOPING AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM FOR THE LOWNDES
COUNTY ITS DEPARTMENT
Clay VanArsdale
Marko Horn
Gary Hackbarth
Valdosta State University
Case Synopsis
As Universities strive to prepare students for the workplace, internship programs have become a
wide spread and in some cases mandatory necessity. Tacit learning through internship programs
is valued by employers and university educators alike. It increases the graduating students’ chances
to receive a job offer and become gainfully employed.
The case outlines the process of creating an internship program for the Lowndes County ITS
department. The first part of the case focusses on the description of job duties, marketing the
program to internship coordinators at colleges and schools, the application process, and the
interview process the applicants go through when applying for the internship program.
The second part of the case focusses on the implementation and execution of the internship
program, once the candidates are chosen, and on their integration in the workplace at ITS services.
It concludes with an evaluation of the program success.
Case Objectives and Use
The objective of the case is to outline the process and the difficulties faced when starting/revising
an internship program for an organization, including but not limited to the creation of a job
description, advertising the program, building the necessary relationships with educational
institutions, and evaluating the candidates.
The case is based on actual events and real problems, solved in application at the Lowndes County
government. It was written by an undergraduate student conducting a directed study in
management. It provides an opportunity for managers in profit and not-for-profit businesses, as
well as managers and administrators in federal, state, and local governments to find some guidance
in how to create an internship program for their respective organization. It can also be used in
undergraduate courses covering topics such as human resource management and public
administration.

________________________________________________________________________
Contact Author: Marko Horn, Department of Management & Healthcare Administration,
Langdale College of Business, Valdosta State University, 1500 N. Patterson Street, Valdosta,
GA 31698 Phone: 229.259.5505, e-mail: mhorn@valdosta.edu
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THE ECONOMICS AND USUAGE OF BUILDING INFORMATION
MODELING (BIM) TECHNOLOGY FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
Vereda Williams
Anthony Graham
Linda Hobson
North Carolina A&T State University

Case Synopsis
Building information modeling (BIM) is a process involving the generation and management of
digital representations of physical and functional characteristics of places. Building information
models (BIMs) are files (often but not always in proprietary formats and containing proprietary
data) which can be extracted, exchanged or networked to support decision-making regarding a
building or other built asset. Current BIM software is used by individuals, businesses and
government agencies who plan, design, construct, operate and maintain diverse physical
infrastructures.
This case study will explore the understanding of building technology usage as it relates to public
school district administrators whose additional responsibilities include the administration,
planning,
design,
and
construction
of
educational
facilities. The
need
for
BIM technology educational skills
is
imperative. Mastery of
technological
building
changes such as BIM is a soft skill that administrators will need for greater management and
economic efficiency.
Case Objectives and Use
Current school administrators need to be well informed about the structure, facilities and
construction of the building which is under their direct supervision. Education has come a long
way from just delivering curriculum. School administrators at the Pre-Kindergarten through
12th grades are asked to manage the planning, design, construction and post-construction
occupancy of their respective educational facilities. They are now held responsible, in part, for the
planning, design, decor and construction of an educational facility. This case will explore the
understanding of building technology usage as it relates to public school district administrators
whose additional responsibilities include the administration, planning, design, and construction of
educational facilities

Contact Author: Vereda Johnson Williams, Economics Department, North Carolina A&T State
University, College of Business and Economics, 235 Merrick Hall, Greensboro, NC 27411,
Phone: 336-285-3389, email:kingvj@ncat.edut.edu
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COUP D’ETAT
James Womick
Saint Leo University

Case Synopsis
The protagonist is a middle-aged gentleman who comes to education as a second career after rising
through the ranks in corporate America. He holds the academic degree of Doctorate of Business
Administration (DBA), and has taught both traditional students and adult learners occasionally as
an adjunct. Still, in more cases than not, the students he had taught as an adjunct were in his class
because they wanted to be there – not because they were forced to take the class as a requirement
of their major, and there were options.
After a student organizes a walkout, the professor ponders what could have prompted such an
action; what could he do about it; and, what might he consider changing in terms of his method of
teaching the course.
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides an opportunity to consider the obstacles facing a new faculty member in
teaching 21st century, adult learners. It encourages the reader to contemplate the value of
professors whom are seasoned in their particular discipline, and due to their years of experience
brings a wealth of “real-world” knowledge to the classroom.” However, the case also asks what
role does student and faculty expectation calculate into the instructional formula.
Faculty and administration alike have recognized that teaching in the 21st century has its
challenges, and teaching adults add another layer to the complexity of curriculum design.
The case, based on an actual event, was written for graduate courses in Post-secondary teaching,
or in courses designed to prepare the student to teach adult or nontraditional learners.

Contact Author: James Womick, Communication and Marketing Department, Saint Leo
University, One Bayport Way, Suite 160, Newport News, Virginia 23606, Phone:
757.249.0390, email: james.womick@saintleo.edu.
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AERO PURSUIT: TRIPLE WORLD RECORDS IN AVIATION
Frank Tian Xie, Ph.D.
Richard A. Heiens, Ph.D.
University of South Carolina Aiken
Case Synopsis
Aero Pursuit is an innovative project that desires to establish three unique aviation world records
with a single aircraft and pilot. These include (1) circumnavigating the world in record time, (2)
circumnavigating the world while achieving the greatest non-stop distance, and (3) reaching the
highest altitude in a propeller driven aircraft. In summary, the goals are to go higher, faster, and
farther. In order to achieve these goals, Aero Pursuit will need to establish public awareness,
attract donors, and raise over $2.5 million in capital to fund the entire project. Aero Pursuit will
focus on a target market consisting of both corporate and individual donors who are focused on
aviation and can be motivated, through return on investment in terms of corporate image and
reputation for corporate donors, and enthusiasm and zeal in the case of the individual donor, to
become part of this innovative and historic venture.
Although the Aero Pursuit project has already established a recognizable logo, developing a
strategic theme to describe and perhaps even justify the three world record attempts should serve
to enhance the likelihood of media coverage. The resulting market presence and exposure in turn
will captivate potential donors and motive them to become affiliated with the project. Aero Pursuit
will also recruit and enlist dedicated employees who contribute to the overall success of the project
through their involvement and commitment. The combination of dedicated employees and
motivated donors will provide a strong framework for Aero Pursuit to become a successful world
record setting aviation project.
Case Objectives and Use
This case provides a framework and road map for students to learn to formulate and establish a
marketing and fundraising plan for an actual, exciting, and realistic aviation venture. It starts with
a situation analysis of the project and the environment, followed by a SWOT analysis and
identification of marketing and fundraising goals and objectives. The case can be used by for-profit
businesses as well as in the non-profit setting to train the students in their ability to identify
marketing and fundraising opportunities. The focus is on a marketing strategy together with
descriptions of the target markets and corresponding marketing mix. Segmentation of the aviation
enthusiasts market is required and potential target markets and strategies must be provided to the
instructor. The case is based on an actual consulting project, and all entities described in the case
are authentic and in operation.

Contact Author: Dr. Frank Tian Xie, School of Business Administration, University of South
Carolina Aiken, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: (803) 641-3242, email:
FrankX@usca.edu.
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OPTIMIZING SMALL GROUP PURCHASE WITH VOLUME DISCOUNT
Lin Zhao
Purdue University Northwest

Case Synopsis
Smart Shopping (SS) is a small consulting firm which helps clients discover new products, shops,
and promotions based on their interests and budget. SS can help their clients particularly in the
dilemma that individual shoppers sometimes cannot participate in “buy more save more”
promotions due to limited shopping budget and needs. SS collects clients’ orders in an Access
database. To consolidate the orders, Julie Jones, the senior analyst at SS, imports data from the
database and builds an optimization model to maximize savings for each client when volume
discount is offered. This case shows the students how to solve an optimization problem using
Excel. Analyzing real-world data collected from Internet enriches student knowledge and
experiences on business decision making and critical thinking.
Case Objectives and Use
This case primarily concerns optimization and business analytics. Secondary issues examined
include sales, pricing, e-business, information systems, and decision making using the spreadsheet.
This case is appropriate for upper-level undergraduate students or MBA students who have
completed an introductory course in operations management or business analytics. This case
illustrates the usefulness of Solver tool in an optimization problem, and it is also useful for a sales
course to demonstrate the value of volume discount for clients. This case is designed to be taught
in three class hours and is expected to require four to six hours of outside preparation by students.

Contact Author: Lin Zhao, College of Business, Purdue University Northwest, 2200 169th Street,
Hammond, IN, 46323, Phone: 219-989-2407, Email: lzhao@pnw.edu
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2019 CALL FOR CASES, CASE EMBRYOS, PAPERS, & SYMPOSIA
Southeast Case Research Association
27th Annual Meeting
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
February 21-23, 2019

The 2019 program organizers of the Southeast Case Research Association (SECRA) invite new and
experienced case writers to submit original, unpublished cases to be presented at the 26th Annual SECRA
Conference. Cases in early development may be submitted without an instructor’s manual. Case embryos
in the very early stages may also be submitted.

Complete Case & IM Submissions for full review Due: November 12, 2018
(Embryo Cases and Abstract submissions accepted until January 14, 2019)
SECRA serves as a channel for the development and publication of case studies in all areas of business,
education, social issues, technology, healthcare and other disciplines. Cases with an instructor’s manual,
cases without an instructor’s manual, case embryos, and abstracts will be considered. All cases presented
at the 27th Annual Conference will qualify for review and possible publication in the Southeast Case
Research Journal. SECRA strongly encourages student authored case submissions and participation.

Important Dates





Complete cases and instructor manual (IM) submissions due: November 12, 2018
Camera-ready abstracts and revised materials due: January 28, 2019
To be included in the printed program, the registration fee paid by: January 28, 2019
Hotel guaranteed rate date: January 21, 2019. Late SECRA Registration Fee after: February 1, 2019.

Submission Information
Submit cases according to the instructions on the SECRA website (http://www.secra.org). Contact
information for all officers, including the Program Chair and Proceedings Editors, can be found on the
SECRA webpage.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: The following guidelines aid in the review and editing process. Please
follow them.
1. Submissions must be formatted and submitted electronically according to the instructions on the
SECRA website (http://www.secra.org/) by November 12, 2018. Case submissions should not include
information that identifies the authors or their affiliation. Failure to follow the formatting/submission
guidelines may delay or disqualify acceptance.
2. SECRA strongly encourages student submission and participation. Please indicate the contact
author, faculty advisor, and student author(s), as applicable.
3. Cases submitted must not have been published or presented elsewhere. Only complete cases with
an accompanying instructor manual submitted by the submission deadline will be considered for
awards.
4. A tiered evaluation process will examine: 1) Full Cases, 2) Embryo Cases, and 3) Abstracts. Address
questions to the 2019 Program Chair, Blaine Lawlor, blawlor@uwf.edu, or the 2019 President, Kristie
Abston at kristie.abston@mtsu.edu.
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